As mobile phones are becoming increasingly prevalent and are constantly evolving into “smarter” devices (i.e. smartphones with higher processing power and enhanced features), it is common that users install applications that appeal to them while at the same time generating and storing more personal information on their phones. In the presence of information theft activities introduced by the installed applications, there is a risk of users losing their personal and sensitive information, or confidential corporate data (e.g. emails).

Due to the potential risks, IRI has developed software capabilities to perform the detection of such malicious information theft activities on phones and enable the collection of relevant evidence to facilitate forensic investigations.

**Features**

- Configurable application monitoring
- Real-time anomalous event detection
- Detection of stealth information theft
- Alert generation, logging and exporting
- Prominent warning message
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Applications

- Detection and monitoring of untrusted or malicious applications
- For mobile devices to mitigate data leaks or information theft

Benefits

- Discover and alert you when applications access your sensitive data
- Prevent applications from obtaining your personal information such as SMS and contacts